PUBLICATIONS: **Peer reviewed:**


43. **Wylie K** (2005) Resources available to the UK psychosexual and relationship therapist Sexual & Relationship Therapy, 20, 1, 83-88
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couples seeking sexual therapy (in women referred to a sexual difficulties clinic with a history of vulval pain) Sexual & Relationship Therapy, 23, 217-226


83. FSD Education Group. Intervention Therapy for Female Sexual Dysfunction (submitted)
PUBLICATIONS from presentations: Peer reviewed:


8. Sheppard C, Hallam-Jones R., **Wylie K.R.** & Pattinson P (2004) What reasons do heterosexual couples give for requesting sexual therapy at an interview prior to therapy commencing when the female partner was referred with a history of vulval pain? Sexual & Relationship Therapy, 19, S1, S54

9. McFarland R., **Wylie K** & the European Sexology Group (2004) The problems presented to UK clinicians working within the field of sexology and their approaches to treatment. Sexual & Relationship Therapy, 19, S1, S72


opinions of UK clinicians: A comparison by initial training and gender. I. Clinical practices. Journal of Sexual Medicine, 2, S1, 31


15. Porst H., Tomlin M., **Wylie K.**, Colpi GM., Krajka K., Denne J, & Denes B (2005) Satisfaction With the Hardness of Erection and With the Overall Sexual Experience in Patients Treated With Tadalafil. Journal of Sexual Medicine, 2, S1, 85

16. Levin R, **Wylie K** & Goddard A. (2005) Orgasm does not immediately return the vagina circulation to its basal state of vasomotion. Journal of Sexual Medicine, 2, S1, 10


21. Nicol S, Hallam-Jones R, **Wylie K.** (2006) EROS devices have been reported to be of value to women with sexual dysfunction – a review of the research findings and explorations of the possible use of this equipment in the future. Sexologies: European Journal of Sexual Health, 15, S13.


35. **Wylie K.R.** (2008) Are we getting better at finding pleasure and satisfaction from our sex lives? Sexologies 17, 1, S2

36. **Wylie K.R.** (2008) The way forwards with the obsession with the penis. Sexologies 17,1, S46


42. Barker, H; Wylie, K. Trans Women: Options about the Real Life Experience (RLE) - in press- International Journal of Transgenderism
PUBLICATIONS: Commissioned/non-peer review articles:


16. Wylie K.R. (2002) For younger patients, psycho physiological screening may enable patients to engage in psychotherapeutic interventions if likely to be effective. ISSIR Bulletin, 8, 15


Sexual & Relationship Therapy: Editorial articles:
1. **Moving forward together** 15 (1) 5-7
2. **Sex education for everyone** 15 (2) 117-120
3. **Quality assurance and improvement initiatives - when are these research?** 15 (4) 317-319
4. **Can classification systems help the sexual therapist?** 16 (1) 5-6
5. **Sharing the bonds of matrimony** 16 (2) 101-104
6. **Is normal sexual functioning desirable when promoting sexual health?** 16 (4) 317-319
7. **Can therapists encourage men to become proactive in taking care of their own health needs?** 17 (1) 5-7
8. **A lot of change over the decade** 17(2) 125-126
9. **Sex and relationship education is more than the facts of life** 17 (4) 317-319
10. **Some wider opportunities for men with erectile dysfunction** 18 (1) 5-6
11. **Finding out some more about sex** 18 (2) 133
12. **A sense of well being from good sex** 19 (1) 3-4
13. **Sexual medicine & sexology for sexual dysfunction** 20 (1) 1-2
14. **Metamorphosis or a reincarnation for sexologists worldwide** 21 (1) 2-3
15. **Does spending money help to keep people happier and together?** 22 (1) 1-2

**Literature Update Editor: a critical review:**

PUBLICATIONS: BOOK CHAPTERS:

- **Wylie K.R.** as UK Co-ordinator and lead author of UK section of Volume 3, pp 1309-1374) including:
  1. Section 5 (part C5) Interpersonal heterosexual behaviours
  2. Section 8 Significant unconventional sexual behaviours
  3. Section 12 Sexual dysfunction, counselling & therapies
  4. Section 13 Research and advanced education
  5. Section 14 Significant differences in sexual attitudes and behaviours among ethnic minorities


Also...

• Foreword to Catharine Kalamis book on *Women without Sex* (2003, second version)
The FSDeduction team was founded in 2005 to develop a web-based educational program on FSD in menopause for physicians in Europe (with an unrestricted educational grant by P&GP). It is now available in 6 languages (English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch), offers CME accreditations in some of the countries and continuously develops educational modules targeted to office-based physicians. The multi-functional expert team comprises of now 13 experts in the area of menopause, sexual medicine and gynecology from 7 European countries (Farrok Al-Azzawi, John Studd and Kevan Wylie from UK, Peter Kenemans from NL, Ulrike Brandenburg and Anne Schwenkhagen from Germany, Johannes Bitzer from Switzerland, Alessandra Graziottin and Rossella Nappi from Italy, Santiago Palacios and Inigo Saenz de Tejada from Spain, Michele Lachowsky and Sylvain Mimoun from France). This team has dedicated a huge amount of time, enthusiasm and patience into this program development, which now consists of 4 Modules around FSD in menopause. IMS has asked if this team would be willing to cooperate with IMS in the educational activities that IMS plans also for FSD.

Patient resource leaflets available at: http://www.porterbrookclinic.org.uk/leaflets.htm
Selected original research presentations and invited lectures:

DEPOT NEUROLEPTIC MEDICATION AND DRIVING PERFORMANCE (1991)
- North East Divisional meeting of RCPsych, Gateshead.

PILOT MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND DIVERSION SCHEME (1993)
- National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) Yorkshire Regional Seminar - (Boddington Hall, Leeds).

BEHAVIOURAL-SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TREATMENT OF SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION (1994)
- China Xichang International Sexology Symposium, Xichang, Sichuan.
- (I was also chairman of a plenary research presentation session)

ERECITION INDUCED HALLUCINATIONS! (1995)
- Proceedings of the first meeting of BEDS, London.

BSCT & MMST: A NEW APPROACH FOR MALE ERECTILE DISORDER (1995)
- The British Association of Urological Surgeons. BAUS Annual Meeting, Brighton.

PROGNOSTIC PREDICTORS OF DROP OUT AND OUTCOME OF BRIEF COUPLE THERAPY IN PSYCHOGENIC MALE ERECTILE DISORDER (1995)
- 12th World Congress of Sexology, Yokohama, Japan.

CODES OF ETHICS AND THE EUROPEAN SEXOLOGIST (1996)
- Co-presentation with Margaret Ramage & Graham Cooper.
- 3rd Congress of European Federation of Sexology, Marseille, France.

OUTCOME AND SIX-MONTH FOLLOW-UP OF COUPLE THERAPY FOR MALE ERECTILE DISORDER (1996)
- VII World Meeting on Impotence, San Francisco, USA.

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR THE THERAPIST (WORKING WITH ABUSE/ABUSERS) (1997)
- Offenders and Abusers Conference, BASMT, Loughborough, UK

GRISS & GRIMS QUESTIONNAIRES THROUGH THE POST TO PATIENTS BEFORE A CLINICAL ASSESSMENT - AN ACCEPTABLE ACT? (1997)
- 13th World Congress of Sexology, Valencia, Spain.

- Annual meeting BEDS, Stratford, UK

DANGEROUS LIAISONS – Impulsive behaviours (1999)
- Autumn meeting TUGS (Trent Urology), Sheffield

PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS IN PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE (1999)
- First International Conference of sexual disorders, SISMED, London
- (& Chairman of keynote speakers session)

- Wylie KR, Steward D., & Walters S.
- International Academy for Sex Research, Paris &
- 9th World Meeting on Impotence, Perth, Australia
TRAINING MODELS IN SEXOLOGY FOR MEDICAL AND NON-MEDICAL CLINICIANS (2000)

- Wylie, Hallam-Jones, Porto, Chiara Simonelli & Nijs
- European Federation of Sexology, Berlin

INTEGRATING PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR ERECTILE DISORDER (2000)

- Wylie, Hallam-Jones, Perrett, Steward, Vearnals, Willcox & Boorman
- European Federation of Sexology, Berlin.

PREVALENCE OF SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION IN THREE PSYCHIATRIC OUT-PATIENT SETTINGS: A DRUG MISUSE SERVICE, AN ALCOHOL MISUSE SERVICE AND A GENERAL ADULT PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC (2000)

- Wylie, Steward, Sieveright, Smith & Walters
- European Federation of Psychiatry, Berlin
- Annual meeting Royal College of Psychiatrists, Edinburgh

GENDER REASSIGNMENT (2000)

- British Society for the study of vulval disease, Manchester

THE ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF SEXUAL DISORDERS IN PATIENTS WITH MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS (2000) (Psikiyatrik bozuklukları olan hastalarda cinsel işlev bozukluklarının değerlendirilme ve tedavisi)

- 1st European conference on Sexual Disorders (SIMSED), Istanbul, Turkey

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT OF COMMON MALE SEXUAL DISORDERS (2000) (Erkekte sık görülen cinsel işlev bozukluklarının psikolojik tedavisi)

- 1st European conference on Sexual Disorders, Istanbul, Turkey

THE DIVERSITY OF SEXUAL EXPERIENCE (2000)

- Sexual Health 2000, Warwick

INTEGRATING OF PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT WITH RIGISCAN TO ENGAGE A MAN WITH ERECTILE DISORDER INTO THERAPY WITH SILDENAFIL & CBT (2000) (INVITED LECTURE)

- 9th World Meeting on Impotence, Perth, Australia

ESTABLISHING A COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR RECORDING MALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION WITHIN THE PSYCHOSEXUAL SERVICE AND ANDROLOGY SERVICE (2001)

http://psychinformatics.org/av/01/wylie/
http://www.psych.med.umich.edu/av/01/wylie/

- 6th Annual Meeting Psychiatric Society for Informatics, (APA) New Orleans

THE CHALLENGE OF PHYSICAL TREATMENTS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MALE ERECTILE DISORDER (2001)

- Annual Conference, British Association for Behavioural and Cognitive Psychotherapies, Glasgow

THE POTENTIAL BENEFIT OF A SECOND TREATMENT INTERVENTION USING A VACUUM CONSTRICTION DEVICE ALONGSIDE COUPLES PSYCHOSEXUAL THERAPY IN MALE ERECTILE DISORDER OF PREDOMINANTLY PSYCHOGENIC AETIOLOGY (2001)

- World Association of Sexology, Paris

A PREVALENCE STUDY OF POSTPARTUM SEXUAL DIFFICULTIES FOLLOWING CHILDBIRTH AT TWO MONTHS AND SEVEN MONTHS, AND ASSOCIATIONS WITH MOOD AND MATERNAL ATTITUDE TO SELF (2001)
• Jennifer May, Dr Kevan Wylie, Dr Rachel Warner. Royal College Of General Practitioners North Of England Faculty Annual Research Presentation Day

SEXUAL FUNCTION IN WOMEN WITH PELVIC FLOOR DISORDERS (2001)

THE SHEFFIELD ANDROLOGY SERVICE
• TUG, Sheffield (2002)

AN AUDIT OF AN UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL TRAINING PROGRAMME IN HUMAN SEXUALITY (2002)

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES WITHIN A GROUP OF PATIENTS WITH VULVODYNIA (2002)

• 6th Congress of the European Federation of Sexology, Limassol, Cyprus.
• At this conference, I also acted as chairperson for research sessions in: Chronic Illness, Disability and Sexuality & Sexual Abuse, Violence and Harassment

SEXOLOGY AS A PROFESSION IN EUROPE: PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A EUROPEAN SURVEY (2002)
• Giami A., Fugl-Meyer K., Wylie K., de Colomby P.
• International Academy of Sex Research, Hamburg, Germany.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF SEXUAL FUNCTION (2002)
• Sheffield Continence Forum

INVITED LECTURES: MALE SEXUAL DRIVE (LIBIDO) DISORDERS; SEX IN THE POST MENOPAUSAL WOMAN; PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS IN PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE AND THEIR MANAGEMENT (2002)
• Sexual Health (London)

• Wylie K.R. & Davies-South D.
• 10th World congress of the international society for sexual and impotence research, Montreal, Canada. September

SEXUAL FUNCTION IN WOMEN WITH PELVIC FLOOR DISORDERS (2003)
• Gounari G, Wylie K.R., Radley S & Bradshaw H.
• BSSIR Annual Meeting, London

SEXUAL FUNCTION POST MENOPAUSAL HEALTH AND ITS MANAGEMENT
• Wylie K.R.
• Component of the RCOG/BMS Menopause Special Skills Module RCOG London 30th March 2004

TRANSDERMAL TESTOSTERONE REPLACEMENT IN MEN WITH EVIDENCE OF
BORDERLINE GONADAL FAILURE

- Z Merza, PM Mah, A Blumsöhn, D Mead, S McKenna, K Wylie, R Eastell, RJM Ross.


- IASR Helsinki
- Levin R, Wylie KR & Goddard A


- DGSS Annual meeting, Luneburg, Germany


- 34th EABCT conference.
- Manchester Sungur M & Wylie KR


- WPA Florence November

SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF VAGINAL BLOOD FLOW BY PHOTOPLETHYSMOGRAPHY AND A HEATED ELECTRODE DURING BASAL AND SEXUAL AROUSAL PERIODS (2005)

- IASR Ottawa
- Levin R, Wylie K & Goddard A

EFFECT OF SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS, INCLUDING DESIRE DISORDER ON THE COUPLE RELATIONSHIP IN THE SESSION (2005)

- WAS Montreal

COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMIC APPROACH IN COUPLE AND SEX THERAPY (2005)

- EABCT Thessaloniki Greece September
- Sungur M.Z. & Wylie K.

DIFFERENT FACES OF SEXUALITY AND RELATIONSHIP (2005)

- EABCT Thessaloniki Greece September
- Chair: Sungur M.Z., University of Marmara, Turkey; Discussant: Wylie K.

DEBATE: PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENT IS THE PREFERRED TREATMENT FOR PREMATURE EJACULATION (2005).

- Wylie K.R. Lead Proponent
- Cairns, Australia. APSSM

SEXUAL HEALTH & RESPONSE IN THE AGEING MALE AGING MALE (2006)

- Wylie K.R.
- 5th World Aging Male Congress, Salzburg

THE SUPERIOR SENSITIVITY OF DECREASED VASOMOTION COMPARED TO INCREASED VAGINAL PULSE AMPLITUDE (VPA) IN REVEALING CHANGES IN VAGINAL MICROCIRCULATION BY A BRIEF SEXUAL STIMULUS (2006)

- Levin R & Wylie K
- ISSWSH Lisbon
- Wylie K
- EFS Prague

WHEN TO REFER TO A SEXOLOGIST? A PRACTICAL GUIDE ON HOW TO IDENTIFY PATIENTS WHO WILL BENEFIT MORE WITH A REFERRAL [Identification and management of depression in the uroandrology setting] (2006)
- Wylie K
- ISSM Cairo

PENILE DYSMORPHOPHOBIA AND THE USE OF PEER COMMENT (2007)
- Wylie K
- PASSM Dubai

DYSMORPHOPHOBIA AND PENILE COSMETIC SURGERY (2007)
- Wylie K
- WAS Sydney

- Wylie K
- WAS Sydney

CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS OF 52 CONSECUTIVE TRANSSEXUAL PEOPLE ATTENDING A CLINIC (2007)
- Wylie K & Steward D
- WAS Sydney

EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE AND AFFECTION IN RELATIONSHIPS BY WOMEN WITH GENITAL PAIN DISORDER (2007)
- Wylie K
- ISPOG Japan

SELF HELP STRATEGIES: ARE THESE APPLICABLE TO HELP COUPLES ‘AFTER THE AFFAIR’ (HALF DAY WORKSHOP) (2007)
- Wylie K & Sungur M
- WCBCT Barcelona

TRANS WOMEN OPINIONS ABOUT THE REAL LIFE EXPERIENCE (RLE) (2007)
- Barker H & Wylie K
- WPATH Chicago

- Wylie K
- BSPOGA London

EXHIBITIONISM AND THE POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH PHYSICAL VIOLENCE AND BODY DYSMORPHOPHOBIA (2007)
- Wylie K
- Sex Matters, North London Forensic Annual Meeting, Cambridge

UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL WELLBEING (2007)
- Wylie K
- Trent Division, RCPsych, Nottingham

ANDROPAUSE – DOES IT EXIST? (2007)
- Wylie K
- Controversies in Male Reproduction, Manchester
UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL WELLBEING (2007)
  • WYLIE K
  • Sexual Health, Royal Institute of Public Health, London

PGAS – MIND OR BODY?
  • GOLDSTEIN I & WYLIE K
  • ESSM, Lisbon (point-counterpoint)

PDE5i NON RESPONDERS: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF TESTOSTERONE? (2008)
  • Wylie K
  • 1st Seminar on Diagnosis & Treatment of Sexual Dysfunction, Tehran, Iran

SEXUAL WELL BEING, SATISFACTION AND DESIRE WITHIN THE BEDROOM (2008)
  • WYLIE K
  • ISSWSH, San Diego

GENDER VARIANCE: PREVALENCE AND TREND (2008)
  • REED B., RHODES S., SCHOFIELD P. & WYLIE K
  • LGBT Health Summit, Bristol

INTIMACY WITHIN COUPLES AFFECTED BY VAGINAL PAIN (2008)
  • WYLIE K
  • AOCS, Beijing, China

UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL WELL BEING (2008)
  • WYLIE K
  • Institute of Psychiatry, Moscow